Customer Reviews
Great deal on internet. A bit out of the way so need map to locate. Surrounded by beautiful gardens
and a lake. Downstairs room in a group separated from main wing. Room was adequate and clean
with good facilities but a little small. Staff were very friendly. Food was very good and service very
good. Parking out front of room. Honiton is a lovely village and an enjoyable walk . 10 minutes drive
from Manor. Very enjoyable stay. Dec 2012
We booked a weekend break at this hotel through a daily deal website and to be honest did not expect
too much. In reality this hotel and the staff were both fantastic.
The hotel is set in 45 acres of grounds which include three lakes. The main grounds to the front of the
hotel are stunning. The rooms were very clean and fresh and contained everything you would need for
a short break.
On arrival we were greeted by a member of staff who instantly created a friendly and caring impression. In fact over the couple of days we were there we felt completely at ease.
We ate at the hotel and the food was excellent. They have a great choice and will even prepare dishes
not on the menu - my wife is a vegetarian and they did a special meal for her. The choice of wine is good
and not too pricey.
One word of caution - be careful if you use your satnav on shortest route setting. It will take you down
about a mile of some extremely narrow lanes to get to the hotel. Keep to the main road and you avoid
the very narrow lanes and it is only an extra mile. Nov 2012
The Lakeview Manor at Dunkeswell is situated in a lovely picturesque location. With a friendly, warm,
welcome this hotel is tucked away in the countryside. We stayed in the Lower Clock Tower, a three
bedded accommodation which was beautifully ﬁtted out and lovely and warm. The main hotel was just
across the drive and here there was a well stocked bar and restaurant serving excellent food. If your're
looking for a break away from the hustle, bustle of normal life this is the perfect location, especially as
there is no network coverage for most mobile phones!!! However wiﬁ is availabe. We only stayed two
nights, but next time will deﬁnitely stay longer. Nov 2012
Stayed at end of October. Beautiful little hotel, bar and restaurant. Absolutely spotlessly clean and our
room overlooking the front lake - with a four poster bed and very nice linen was wonderful. Lovely thick
towels and toiletries provided, as well as teas, coffee, chocolate and biscuits. Warm and extremely
comfortable; true luxury. I tried to be a Hotel Inspector to ﬁnd a very small fault - but couldn't!. Food
was superb; the chef is quite clearly a real chef and very talented. Breakfast was huge, as was the delicious evening meal, and everything was beautifully presented. Felt a little remote, although I would
suggest a few small leaﬂets/maps in the Reception area may show visitors that there are some lovely
places not too far away. ALL the staff are a credit to the Hotel, welcoming, polite, friendly and helpful.
Altogether a wonderful little hotel in beautiful gardens with ﬁrst class staff. We would deﬁnitely go
back (with a map) in the summer. Thank you all! Oct 2012

